January 2019 Readers Roundtable Podcast titles/links:

**Fiction**
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=adams&title=hitchhikers+guide+to+the+galaxy

A Discovery of Witches by Deborah Harkness

The In Death series beginning with Naked in Death by J. D. Robb
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Robb&title=Naked+in+Death

**Non-Fiction**
One Summer: America, 1927 by Bill Bryson

The Good, Good Pig by Sy Montgomery
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Montgomery&title=good+good+pig

Brave Tart: Iconic American Desserts by Stella Parks
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=parks&title=brave+tart

A History of the World in 6 Glasses by Tom Standage
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Standage&title=history+of+the+world+in+six+glasses

**Children’s Fiction**
12 Kinds of Ice by Ellen Bryan Obed
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=obed&title=twelve+kinds+of+ice

Thank You, Omu! By Oge Mora
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=mora&title=thank+you+omu

Plume by Isabelle Simler
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=simler&title=plume

Owl Moon by Jane Yolen
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=yolen&title=owl+moon

**Children’s Nonfiction**
Fur, Feather, Fin All of Us Are Kin by Diane Lang
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=lang&title=fur+feather+fin

**Other links**

BookSleuth PI: https://www.cadl.org/contact-help/contact-forms/booksleuth-pi
“Lightning Round” titles

Jessica
Inheritance by Dani Shapiro
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=shapiro&title=inheritance

Marilla of Green Gables by Sarah McCoy
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Mccoy&title=marilla+of+green+gables

Mari
The Truth Lies Here by Lindsey Klingele

Does My Head Look Big In This? by Randa Abdel-Fattah
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Abdel-Fattah&title=Does+My+Head

Sherri
The Dressmaker
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=winslet&title=Dressmaker

The Ghost Orchard: the Hidden History of the Apple in North America by Helen Humphreys
http://opac.cadl.org/search/q?author=Humphreys&title=Ghost+orchard